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In the search for strategies that stabilize designed protein/peptide
structures, fluorinated amino acids have attracted much attention1

because of the comparable size of fluorine to hydrogen atoms, the
superhydrophobicity of fluorocarbons, and the potential “fluorous
effect,” which refers to the selective self-association between fluorinated
moieties. Fluorinated aliphatic amino acids have been demonstrated
to be effective in stabilizing protein structures2 and functioning as
recognition motifs.3 In contrast, amino acids with fluorinated aromatic
side chains are only beginning to be investigated and their energetic
contribution to protein structural stability remains unclear.4

Statistical survey of the Protein Data Bank reveals that aromatic
clusters are prevalent in protein structures, suggesting that aromatic
interaction plays a significant role in defining a protein fold.5 In contrast
to the aliphatic amino acids, interaction between aromatic residues is
complicated in nature and involves van der Waals, hydrophobic, and
electrostatic forces.6 The electrostatic component favors the interacting
aromatic rings to adopt the geometry in which the partially positive
charged aromatic hydrogens (ArHs) interact with the π-electron cloud.
The ArH · · ·π interaction is exemplified in the structure of the villin
headpiece subdomain (HP35), a 35-residue R-helical protein, which
has been widely used as a model system in protein folding studies.7

HP35 structure features three interacting phenylalanines in the
hydrophobic core, with the H-4 of F6 packing against the phenyl ring
of F17 and the H-6 of F10 packing against the π cloud of F6 (Figure
1A). Fluorination of these phenylalanine side chains increases their
hydrophobicity; however, it may potentially eliminate the favorable
ArH · · ·π interactions, resulting in protein destabilization.4b Based on
these considerations, we propose that aromatic amino acids, with side
chains highly but not fully fluorinated, should be able to offer enhanced
hydrophobicity yet retain the key aromatic hydrogens to engage
ArH · · ·π interactions, consequentally affording a stabilized protein fold.
To test the hypothesis, we synthesized two phenylalanine analogues:
2,3,4,5-tetrafluoro-L-phenylalanine (Zo) and 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-L-phe-
nylalanine (Zp, Figure 1B). These unnatural amino acids were
incorporated into HP35, and their energetic perturbation was examined
in comparison to that of pentafluoro-L-phenylalanine (Z).

Figure 1B displays the surface electrostatic potential of the pheny-
lalanine side chain and the fluorinated mimics. As expected, heavy
fluorination renders the remaining ArHs on the phenyl ring more
electron-deficient: H-4 of Zp bears a partial charge of 0.202, more than
double that in F (0.089); the partial charge on H-6 in Zo also compares
favorably to that in F by a large margin (0.168 vs 0.108). The increased
positive charge on the ArHs should give strengthened ArH · · ·π
interactions. It is worth noting that the fluorination reduces the electron
density of the π-cloud. We expect the ArH · · ·π interaction would be
weakened if the π cloud is provided by a fluorinated phenyl ring.

The tetrafluorinated phenylalanines were conveniently prepared by
stereoselective benzylation of Seebach’s (S)-Boc-BMI (BMI ) 2-tert-
butyl-3-methyl-4-imidazolidinone)8 followed by hydrolysis of the
products (Figure 1C). The amino acid analogues were then transformed
into the Fmoc-protected form, which were readily incorporated into

HP35 through solid phase peptide synthesis. HP35 variants F6Zp and
F10Zo were synthesized, aiming to keep the above-mentioned ArH · · ·π
interactions (Figure 1A). As control sequences, we also prepared HP35
variants F6Z and F10Z.

The HP35 variants were subjected to spectroscopic and thermody-
namic analysis. The circular dichroism spectra of all HP35 mutants
display ellipticity minima at 208 and 222 nm (Supporting Information),
which are characteristic of R-helical structures. The structures of HP35
mutants are further examined by NMR spectroscopy. Shown in Figure
2A is the 1D 1H NMR data. Well-dispersed resonances and nearly
identical patterns were observed for all HP35 variants, indicating that
the fluorinated mutants all adopt stable and native-like structures. More
specifically, HP35 WT displays two upfield shifted resonances (-0.51
and 0.10 ppm), which are assigned to be the Hγ of Val9 and Hδ of
Leu20, respectively.7a Their packing against aromatic side chains is
responsible for the upfield shift. These characteristic resonances are

Figure 1. (A) Cartoon presentation of HP35 structure (PDB: 1YRF)
highlighting the interacting aromatic residues (F6, F10, and F17) in the
hydrophobic core. The main chain is shown in gray, three phenylalanines in
orange, the hydrogen atoms engaging in ArH · · ·π interactions highlighted in
cyan, and other hydrogen atoms in white. (B) Structures and models of the
phenylalanine side chain and its fluorinated analogues. The space-filling models
are generated with Spartan, with electrostatic potential mapped on molecular
surface (red for negative and blue for positive). Calculated partial charges for
the relevant hydrogen and fluorine atoms are labeled on the structure. (C)
Synthetic scheme of 2,3,4,5-tetrafluorophenylalanine (Zo), the same strategy is
used for the synthesis of 2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenylalanine Zp.
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evidently preserved in the HP35 mutants, strongly suggesting no major
structural perturbations by the fluorinated amino acids.

The thermal stabilities of HP35 variants were evaluated through
thermal melting experiments on a circular dichroism spectrometer
monitoring the ellipticity at 222 nm. The (un)folding is completely
reversible (Supporting Information), and the melting curves were fitted
to a two-state model to give the melting temperature (Tm) values (Table
1). The folding free energies (∆Gf) were determined through analyzing

guanidinium chloride denaturation data (Figure 2B), and the results
are summarized in Table 1. Interestingly, F to Zo mutation at residue
10 enhances HP35 stability by a large margin; F10Zo is more stable
than the WT by 14 °C in Tm and -1.4 kcal/mol in ∆Gf. More
interestingly, the tetrafluorophenylalanine mutant F10Zo exhibits higher
stability than the pentafluorophenylalanine mutant F10Z (12 °C in Tm

and -1.1 kcal/mol in ∆Gf). Given that there is only one atom difference
between Zo and Z (hydrogen vs fluorine), we attribute the superior
stability of F10Zo to the ArH · · ·π interaction, which is retained in
F10Zo and eliminated in F10Z.

To further explore the physical origin of the hyperstability of F10Zo,
we synthesized and examined the HP35 variant F10Zp, in which the
positively charged H-4 on the Zp side chain does not engage in
ArH · · ·π interactions. F10Zp is less stable than F10Zo by -1.5 kcal/
mol, which strongly argues the hyperstability of F10Zo is largely

attributed to the ArH · · ·π interaction. In addition, the folding free
energy of F10Zp is comparable to that of F10Z, indicating that the
slightly larger size of Z (130 Å3 vs 125 Å3 for Zp or Zo) is easily
accommodated by the protein structure.

Compared to the pentafluorophenylalanine variant F6Z, the tet-
rafluorophenylalanine variant F6Zp also exhibits improved stability (11
°C in Tm and -0.3 kcal/mol in ∆Gf), indicating that the ArH · · ·π
interaction is an important energetic factor. However, both F6Zp and
F6Z are destabilized in comparison to the WT protein. This can be
explained by the fact that F6 engages in two ArH · · ·π interactions: it
provides its H-4 to interact with the phenyl ring of F17; it also provides
its π-cloud to interact with H-6 of F10. Heavy fluorination of F6 yields
an electron-deficient aromatic ring, which weakens the ArH · · ·π
interaction between the face of F6 and the edge of F10. It is interesting
to note that the ArH · · ·π interaction contributes -1.1 kcal/mol to
protein stability at residue 10 (F10Zo vs F10Z), while it only contributes
to -0.3 kcal/mol at residue 6 (F6Zp vs F6Z). This may be explained
by the fact that residue 6 is partially solvent-exposed (solvent accessible
surface area for CH-4 of F6 is 4.6 Å2) while residue 10 is completely
buried. Solvent exposure weakens the ArH · · ·π interaction that is
electrostatic in nature.

In summary, we have synthesized two tetrafluoro-phenylalanines
and shown that they can contribute more favorably to protein stability
than pentafluoro-phenylalanines. Our data strongly suggest the en-
hanced stability is due to the ArH · · ·π interactions retained and
strengthened by these highly, but not fully, fluorinated aromatic
molecules. Considering the prevalence of the ArH · · ·π interaction in
protein structures, we expect molecules of this category should find a
wide array of applications in designing stable protein structures and
mediating protein-protein interactions.
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Figure 2. (A) 1D 1H NMR spectra of the WT HP35 and variants thereof.
Spectra of all mutants exhibit well-dispersed resonances and similar patterns
to that of the WT. (B) Gdm ·Cl denaturation curves of HP35 variants, displaying
apparent two state transitions.

Table 1. Thermodynamic Parameters of the HP35 Variants

protein Tm
a

(°C)
Cm

b

(M)
m valueb

(kcal/(mol · M))
∆Gf

b

(kcal/mol)
∆∆Gf

c

(kcal/mol)

WT 66 3.7 0.88 -3.3 ( 0.1 0
F6Z 51 2.3 1.02 -2.3 ( 0.1 +1.0 ( 0.1
F6Zp 62 3.0 0.89 -2.6 ( 0.1 +0.7 ( 0.1
F10Z 68 3.6 0.99 -3.6 ( 0.1 -0.3 ( 0.1
F10Zo 80 5.0 0.93 -4.7 ( 0.1 -1.4 ( 0.1
F10Zp 64 3.6 0.89 -3.2 ( 0.1 +0.1 ( 0.1

a Calculated by fitting thermal denaturation curves. b Calculated by
fitting guanidine hydrochloride denaturation curves. c ∆∆Gf ) ∆Gf,mutant

- ∆Gf,wt.
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